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}~:::>';;'"

COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION?

'~~\~;;';.!

;=:i;;;J"he Hon Justice Michael Kirby AC CMG'

;q:~'e!ihstitute of Arbitrators & Mediators Australia, which was
?~:t\~%~~_;~

;A:h~Ciiih 1975, has its headquarters in Melbourne. In a
:~i'i",~.

'ff.\the great federal experiment, it moved its headquarters
~;\:':,,',t;'"

.;arltl'Eirra (which it presumably found a trifle qUiet for the taste
%i~~~~~f'::~~<\.,:'
meropers).to Melbourne. But it has strong chapters in Sydney,
:i~~~~:f:',:,;,

qu~fiEii!:lIidelsewhere. It displays its national character by the
;t;;:R:~V~::~::t;-1':\- ,:
JIi"WhiCl:Ut has engaged universities throughout Australia in the

,~*it~~~i~~\~;~/,::"
"'j;':~'(bftraining for arbitrators and mediators: an essential

~~l'::-"

ils:functions,
:;~i.. _:·.:
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~~:?-,;'~::<-_.
~;~hd commercial character. Along with other initiatives
:~~}'~:"':---;-:"-

rAuslralia, its sUbplot has been, from the start, to attract
-~~~~,»"

aKfc;ommercial arbitration to this country. That business
~'::"1~;'.~;:·':"
'~r~'~IY eluded Australia. It continues to flow to Paris, New

*d6n and, in our region, to Singapore and Hong Kong.

c' __y~ofa permanent national dispute resolution centre in
:~i>;~~.~-:~,;,

~Ts\'abright omen for Australia.
~k'~\--'~:~-

'owth of the economies of the countries in Australia's

.;&~giOn, the participation of multi-national corporations
~~'i~L,,:.

""H~eFregion and the vast flows of international capital,

';'pl'oduce a proportion of cases where disputes arise.
,",'."

iijappens those involved in such disputes must make the

r(that is well known to every lawyer. The disputants

;~i~ abandon the claim if the amount at stake is not worth
~"(~:'-::;-':and, if bluff and bluster get them nowhere; to take the
·'W,.'·

~tdurt of law within the jurisdiction, if that course is open

,,~h.d;j~stifiable in the circumstances; or to submit the matter
Yfl;?fjJ;~::,:</
'I~Q.tlent arbitration, by an expert acceptable to the parties,

,~'.j<;:'

'l:'i,l'l:private, pursuant to pre-arranged arbitral agreement or
-:;.;k'?~~(· ;::;;':;'
:21:1Wpute concurrence if that is the quickest, cheapest and

"",,'
\ri~ctOry way to a resolution.

V~~";
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WHICH THE CENTRE OFFERS

:£~; ,'c,

lre,are several reasons why the opening of the new
':~' .

"~$olution Centre in Melbourne is an important event:
"~'" .

re,?premises offer a venue for a system of dispute resolution

_.~}h'~tive to the courts and a place in which, by agreement of
;Es.t1:< <',::'
~~7iparties, arbitration can be conducted efficiently and
~;r~",:--'

'bnomically;

.~9;provide facilities in which large scale and often complex

\'~:rnercial disputes can be investigated and resolved more
#"',

,h~klY and economically than the formal court system can
,t\Jt~;?;',
"~9ally offer;

[K~ioffer a resource close to the heart of a major legal centre
~~:::J.:>,'

es;4f\.ustralia where skilled lawyers of ability, integrity and
~'~", "" .

Ejjqjerielnce offer their services to help the parties and
~11I;;\':~'. "
~l~itrators to cut through the detail of a dispute, sometimes
,~"'., .

tl:9~r'endously complex and to arrive at an award which will
~' .. ,

:~lIy put the dispute to rest;

~~Ui\
,QJey support the very important drive to sell offshore legal
,'(;\"

~r,v,.'lc"es in which Australia has significant advantages; and,.,-
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;'6an help to build up the effort of Australia to present to

orld and to its region, its advantages as a significant

ic financial centre.

':~ht news reports in Australia have emphasised the way in
B(:'
'ei"ienced retired judges in Victoria of great experience are

:i~'iengaged in arbitrations, national and international. In

alb,;.Wales, retired judges have also been engaged in
j:':';;::

'~barbitrations. Recently, the Federal Attorney-General,
'~,' -,

wltilliams ac, led an important delegation to China. As a
:r~1L':Y"" , .
:ehiha may be opening Its borders to licences for more
'~~'%;;<»

ll'n1legal firms and utilising more Australians as arbitrators in
~;~>:i

"'Lcommercial disputes concerning Chinese interests1.

iff~¢rY promising development for the future of this Centre
:~;:>

'facilities in Melbourne. The media has also carried news

_'NJf~tigable Sir Laurence Street who recently conducted four
}:!,!i:t~~~:",>: '

'<-'l-:"'W~ ·.in Bangkok, Thailand2
• When I telephoned Sir Laurence

'-;"'"

pfthe opening of the Melbourne facilities, I found that he

;·iJt'.MJiJi~,and not for a holiday. He also sent the message that
-:~~';?'i:'?:~"::~, '.
.. .. 'ljans should get behind this initiative and, for once, rise

~;~~:,;;,::~

""tS'urrell, "Williams confident China visit will benefit law firms",
Ai.islralii'!o Financial Review, 23 July 1999, 27.
i&\1i:'ij~~<.: ... ,;

',;§mith, "Australian mediators now in heavyweight division",
'ls.@lliim Financial Review, 16 July 1999, 28.
~i1~J;i~{' .
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~ti":parochialism that bemuses foreigners, depresses
.\<>::
';"and .damages our national effort in a most competitive

,;,cfrlarket, such as that of international commercial

~~j0'~;"'0
~~i,.·,,-,,~,
B?\'~":":

,jAGLES TO BE OVERCOME

'IS"llecessary to explain frankly why Australia and its various
;~~~i',;~r-:-'
i:'1h';and mediation services have not been flooded with clients

~\j;! ;

G@oubted talents of the Australian legal profession and

'd':mediators and arbitrators to help resolve commercial
"'4::~~~""',',

~~1!hat arise internationally - especially in the Asia/Pacific
t'i:;:":::;;";,,~/,: '

'4:here are several reasons. Unless Australians know them,
,<i'''' ,,',
',).··,::;,,".·.·c
Bress them, they will not be able to remove such of the
}~~rrr;:::

'c?,(nlsas are susceptible to our influence. These include the

.s{~alia is not yet a traditional place, nor are Australians
;~§,C':::,'

'adilional players, for international commercial arbitration.
,~&~S~<,';

;~tfpe,businesses and the legal firms which advise them are
~)i.'_ ;;

[r\yconservative in such decisions. They tend to feel more
:~~;:", ',' "

.....c·:',,',·'..

.~infQrtable in sticking to the place, the institutions and the
~1~f,;.,.,::

g~~ities that have an established track record: in Paris.

f9/J'c!0Il. New York. And to some extent in Singapore and
~\%:;''-j''
lR.r,ig Kong. Once the resistance is overcome and quality

~:~~
fYl.ces are provided, things will change. But lawyerslni':.
llrywhere, and not a few businesses, are creatures of habit
}'''.'t'
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Australia's international mediators and
r-".• _.~-

'tors have to break this mould.

'~iia is, geographically, still a long way from everywhere

. _~;:tri.Je it is that Melbourne is closer, as the plane flies, to
T~"'~·:

~~~Rore and Bangkok than it is Sydney. But not by much. It
.~:{i.~':':":

'",mikes effectively most of a working day to fly the long
,'.,-,'"

~: .

"ce to Australia from the south-Asian mainland. Physical

-\6e. is, of course, becoming less important. This Centre

Jto seize the opportunities presented by contemporary

~~Wblogy. According to one knowledgeable commentator,
:'J~I;<.;";,:

"il:Hges in information technology herald substantive changes
.;;:..

'6'6iety equivalent to the invention of printing by Gutenburg
y:' .....,

[«~15th century which paved the way for the Reformation
,<?~L'--::'--

~~thegrowth of the modern industrial economy. According
:~{t~.-,:-',;-·

r~: view, "the present electronic revolution, which makes
~;1;.,-

§t~ntworld-wide communication a reality, is gradually
~~}Y/;':-"
~~ing the relevance of national boundaries, distinctions and

"''''i:~:';', '__,
§.W~rations,,3. This revolution will have large implications for
~:~t;-. .
ternalional commercial arbitration. The Centre in Melbourne""",,,
."li ~.

Ikspeed to stay ahead of the field. Last week, in Sydney, I

~ched the AustLiI National Law Collection which brings
;I';;;~"

"Introduction to the yth General Global Arbitration
999] Journal of International Arbitration, 57 at 61.
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g~t~to Australia and the world, free of charge. In two
:-;i,-i'C,,,,';,

J'ihis' service has expanded to a million hits a week.
;;~~~'7i\;

'~}ii~ii6nal commercial arbitration will embrace the same
:,,,~"'i';-;<~~":.I.:, .....:.,

";;)Eia5~iF'c;ommunication. The High Court of Australia has

~ioneer in the use of this technology. The judges have

iaFadvocates are significantly briefer when speaking to

~t'rtin disembodied electronic form than when they
\:,,' .. :

[before the judges in the fiesh. Perhaps the obstacle of
,:~~~~':;"

;,l'lfi'be;' which probably still represents a psychological
'~";~:,",,::,,

W~~~ainst the use of Australia as an international centre

iWt~nlational commercial arbitration, will eventually be
(:;'--~'-,'.:

~~f~d~e by increased use of video and other electronic links.
Ji'!,?:~w,.;:~

~cij~ologically, there is virtually no difference between linking
i~iti:i;'(:':

.a"iWlii and Canberra and linking Kuala Lumpur or Manila to
ftJ~~S;;:i":;:
~~~R~p~ne. But a psychological bridge must be crossed.
~;;,{1;~f;,:·r;;;"< -';-
2\t~tt"1Hans should be addressing the ways in which we can
,¢;~~;&:'"
···iK~.rtl1is easier and more attractive. It may sometimes be

~:;f;;;:'!:::;\"
i:;~.~s~ry for Mohammed to go to the mountain as I would
R{tc',~:

"fifg}l:Without blasphemy, that Sir Lawrence Street and Dr
?::'if~""':5~_::"

U.9l)}l~1 Pryles have done by conducting their hearings in
,,~~~;;.>,_:,-:;

angkok and elsewhere. If the parties or their lawyers will not,
44:, :':<.',';.,:

",~?not, come to Australia, Australian mediators and

'f;~;f~kators should be foremost (as I believe they are) in

:!;1"pll~~irg their bags and going where the business is.
;{,:;~~r"'.

_:7:t~f~::
.{~&~her obstacle is this. In so far as courts are concerned, I

t~n~~'e ,that Australia's courts rightly enjoy a high reputation in

~t~~{'-'- ..
\~{;';;-'
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._,,:&gion for integrity, complete independence of government

§i~::~f vested interests and parochialism, high skill in the

"rG~te resolution of complex commercial disputes; devotion

~a:stering extremely demanding and complex facts and law;

'riCin ever increasing appreciation of the needs of parties

'~;heir advisers for efficiency, fast-tracking of urgent matters

:~ffective case management. These are the merits of the

'Cl~pendent courts of Australia. Everyone knows them. Yet,

'\~;&efinition, international commercial arbitration generally

f~ts to steer clear of the courts. Australia thus loses an

~q.rtant advantage which it offers over most other countries

the world (and many of the region) whose courts are lacking

'independence, expertise and efficiency. Yet, as many
I'W':::·'·,
~rmer Australian judges with long experience in the courts
>S""':
~,,,,,,.,..,.. ,

''6W'offer themselves for international commercial arbitration
,f'-'i;,',',,?,,-

lick lawyers become available who are trained in, and

'~8Gstomed to, the honest and professional legal culture of
l;»'" .

~~tralia, we can make the point that Australia has skills in

ltgitration and mediation which redound to the benefit of the
;-k{<' •

i5~~ies if they entrust international commercial arbitration to
~~;:J/

~Q~lralians.
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',',

~~~~;;',;".
'pEe-problem derives from our history in the field of

. "}!nmercial arbitration, at least until recently. All too often in
t,,,:.:'

J~:past4 Australian lawyers, and sometimes Australian judges
, :.~.:.'"

~Jrhetimes perhaps I myself) have approached commercial
':,,>:~!

Citration as if it were just another court case but one

aITducted at a disadvantage before a non-judge in a hired
~>,.',,':;qi)J where all the facilities have to be paid for. The approach

~~'(~:~!.-., '. •
"-nf.:course need not be that of total withdrawal of the courts

'f~~~' commercial arbitration. Courts can sometimes play a

~~pportive roles. Yet, in Australia, until lately, we did not
.,.,,_:t.~
ly.rays embrace wholeheartedly the different techniques

ieeded for mediation and arbitration. Those techniques do
'(hloralways come easily to people trained in the combative

;~~osPhere of adversary trials before Australian courts. That
.::':';,

J~why the educative work of the Institute and of the Centre are
,':tV"

!~h:;jmportant. Mediation and arbitration are not just court
:\\:;,;, ,
''roceedings conducted in a different place, They require

novel approaches, different techniques and a

f4'{
)Jlillustration of the turning tide is Ferris v Plaister (1994) 34

:~i~{§VVLR 474. It has been suggested that Commonwealth of
0J!.~lIstralla v Cockatoo DOCkr~lfd Pty Ltd. (1995) 35 NSvyLR 704
~Wj'ls a retr~grade step. Bu It had. ~peclal f~atures anc! Invo!ved
" -n:Australian government party raising public law considerations

)i:lcific to Australia.

~ttaernardini, "Arbitral Justice, Courts and Legislation", in
oternational Court of Arbitration Bulletin, Special Supp 1999, 13
t\t9;
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'''psychology. To earn and retain international commercial

bitration, Australian arbitrators and the Australian legal

[~i~ssion will have to show that they have these qualities as
:,'."'"

5~1\~able virtues, without losing their priceless reputation for
;~;~)}\".

'fi6"hesty, neutrality and professionalism.
i~r~~'·:

essential to maintain consistently high standards of

jl11petence and expertise in the performance of international

'fbitrations. Serious problems arise when the nature of the

~~l.Jes of an international commercial arbitration change,,r,; ,
rendering irrelevant, or much less relevant, the expertise of the

//:';:~.

'arbitrators originally chosen. One of the main complaints of
?tW'
'li~nts about international arbitrations, according to an expert,

~~l1cerns the incapacity to correct plainly erroneous fact

~'nding or clear legal mistakes; the delivery of "unpredictable

¥~ards" on the basis that arbitrators may to render "equitable"

~Wards ("cut the baby in half') rather than apply the law or
VX",'··

~,!il)tablished practice; the absence of established precedents
.,,-,,1.:',..
",P',
~lHhat allow for accurate predicability; and the, fact that
'tit,',
\~~rbitration can itself become protracted and even more

':~xpensive than ordinary court proceedings6
• These and other

'p~rceived difficulties have caused knowledgeable

Boeglin [1999] Journal of International Arbitration, 62.
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(id~"
~ii!&entators to call for the creation of an International
~)+~,,<'tfral Court of Appeal, at least for some of the largest
'~'-

~ih~tional disputes7
• The complexity of international

W]lfation and the need for a pool of varying expertise, as well

"!;~f1eXibility and a measure of self-sacrifice, call for special

~~ures of cooperation in a country like Australia. This is
\;, ·i

%l.Ilarly so because of its relatively small popUlation and its
i~(:

_.. j:Jimited hands-on experience in the wide range of
'~Z;lt';~·,,<

.cpmmercial disputes that can arise.

...ere is a final consideration which Australians cannot ignore.

i"~~stAustralians still wear a European face. Most have not

rb~~n brought up in the Confucian, Islamic or Buddhist
,'\>.' .
Ml,I9sophies of most people in the nations to the north whose

t&ffimercial disputes represent our most natural international
'j~j.-", ... ..
afket in this field. There was a time when the appearance of

f_',,:.'_

{European face might have been an advantage in dispute
'.~ ~ ..

~~tlution. In some parts of the world that may still be true.
f~t>"

Bulin the sophisticated commercial and financial markets of

;~~ia, the days of the colonial decision-maker have long

~~~sed. In part, this consideration will be diminished in time
~;~j;.

ethnic, cultural and social changes which reinforce

'i'.

_~I~~

t80ltzmann and S Schwebel cited J Werner in [1999] Journal
Hqtemational Arbitration 57 at 60.
'~'.
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."

:8~irial developments that have already occurred.

~~)Ier, travelling in countries of our region, getting to know
;;~,>;: ...

~~~preciate their ways and respecting their customs, is an
;':;,'

i~brtant preparation which Australia's arbitrators and
0,\.",:;,

'j(ji~tors must be willing to accept if they hope to break into

~!,';i,arket. In the expansion of Australian law firms,,>",

~tghout the region, there is much evidence of a willingness

[ftfie part of increasing numbers of young lawyers to

nibi'ace these challenges. I recently met a number of them in
~\\,:'?2,

Il'iiibi Vietnam. These people will themselves earn respect
'i"- ,

.~ appreciation. They will come, in time, to pay their part as

:~Iers' in international arbitrations and as mediators and
~"i:'

'W:~itrators in others. We should not forget that, within Asia,
;,<.:\,

~'~reare many strong CUltural, religious and ethnic differences
,',',:';:.:

lc!even antagonisms which may make the use of a complete

:f~ider of skill and efficiency positively attractive to the

putants and those advising them. Furthermore, we must

yer under-estimate the enormous head-start which the

~~~Iish language gives Australians in a world where English
\.~.,

j'6rninates most international commercial and legal dealings.
'";:;'0,.:

J~;can learn from the very successful sale of Australia's
";~;"-; :
i,ducational services in the region. The potential for that
.,,/-.

~xport is Virtually limitless.
"
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IfIA'S COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES

~lr~lia's markets for international commercial arbitration are

'~noAsia and the Pacific. But that region seems likely to be

,~fi() which most of our exports of such services will go. To

the attractiveness of the Dispute Resolution Centre in

~.ii~>?nd of other Australian bodies interested in international

~~tgf~larbitration, there are many preconditions. By its law and
.,~'<

')Australia offers several advantages which Australians

aka known as often as they can. These include:

b'~,freedom which the parties enjoy to determine the method

'hd degree of formality in which their arbitration will be
~~C.'

~'bl1ducted ..'-.,.

freedom to be represented by lawyers and other

~lofessionals of their choice, regardless of nationality.
F·

to have an award expressed in a relevant

'T1Jrrency, not necessarily Australian.
,1,_-

il\he general freedom to enjoy a very high measure of
B.:f='~;~·
:1li~~nfidentialityin the conduct and outcome of the arbitration.

li~"(
"~Ihe restraint generally observed by Australian courts against

"g./ldue interference in arbitrations, particularly of a commercial

~~haracter and between international parties.
~;::

!~\.
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even some lawyers in Hong Kong and

ack of nationalistic and parochial approaches to such

it~~lions and the adherence of Australia to the New York

~~~ntion and its enactment of the UNICTRAL Model Law

'International Commercial Arbitration in Pt III of the

if/ational Arbitration Act 1974 (Cth).

not least, the work of the Institute of Arbitrators an

tliators, Australia and of the Australian Centre for
,.,.-,-

)t~rnational Commercial Arbitration in the ongoing training of
;:.f>:.

for involvement in international commercial

•'!f~,;highly competitive fees charged by members of the
,~\,f"';7:

[{~tralian legal profession, especially when compared with
~},::;
e-vcost structures for English senior counsel, New York
':l:"::£.,'.,

.~stralia's economy, although resilient and growing strongly,

~mall by comparison to the economies of many of its
~{,

This means that Australians may not be seen as

big economies and with countless

repeat players. We need prominent lawyers and

:;~t6' take the lead; to demonstrate an international outlook;
-;~'{":;':>
';\',:~, .. ' ",

'i;~ahifest their expertise and efficiency. Sir Laurence Street,
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i(jti~~1 Pryles and a host of others have accepted those
:~>.$:}>:."

~1fthll" It sounds a glamorous life. Often it means prolonged

iI~Way from home with little but work to occupy one's time.
<Jt~>~{
'<!,rrfore Australian lawyers accept these obligations there is, I

!!.hUge market for legal services which Australia can tap. It

and persistence. But such virtues will be

will bring much work to the new Centre in

':;~opening of this Dispute Resolution Centre is therefore an

antdnitiative for Melbourne, Victoria and Australia. Personally,
\:§~,,~;/

;'glad that it has not been called the Australian Dispute
''''~,'::::',:'

;;;'9P.centre. In the business to which it aspires, nationalism

,_ are probably impediments to success, not
·f::;

"~~Il' The boast of a postcode Australia 3000 is not what a

jh an international commercial dispute, or its lawyers, in

;,;~{),~enh, Hanoi or Calcutta necessarily wish to hear. In the age

1f~~B,i1ternet. of the Human Genome Project and of the global
}0:¥:':f:,:
QQ[i:Jy-,Australian lawyers and others must adjust their mindset.
;~~~K;'
f,;,mll~t see the world through completely different eyes. Before
t;t~:~;,:,<

'\l.ng! expect that this Dispute Resolution Centre in Melbourne
';l~;~

l:~lfoffices in Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur and other cities in Asia
,~,'\-:\,

'~(haps wider afield. It will be necessary to take sorne risks,

.~~me money and secure seeding investments that will reap
~i~

'~Wards in the future. Just as was earlier done in the sale of
:(+5'";
";f,'"
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~f<services. This is an International Dispute Resolution

Mh happens to be based in Melbourne engaging mostly

a'60f~lent.
~i~:?-

iXestablishment of this new Centre is a step in the right

It is brave and bold and worthy of the spirits who

I trust that it will enjoy the fruits of much disputation

".efficient and just resolution to those who are in conflict

).to its doors - physically or electronically. Doing so, the

I(bring rewards to lawyers and others in Australia. But the

iii go far beyond the fees that are earned. Their work will

\ect to Australia and enhance Australia's ever-increasing

.Eihtin the international trade in legal and arbitral services _
:~'~),:
lyin the Asia/Pacific region. Here is a good illustration of

g~tl~baIlYand regionally; but acting locally.

r'~~stralians can maximise their advantages, address their

~hlages and break the current mould, I expect that there will
~;z'-~,,<,'

'~rY large market for international commercial arbitration·h··

\And if there is the Dispute Resolution Centre in Melbourne

major regional centre for international commercial
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